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Abstract- Today is world of communication. We transfer the various types of data using Internet and various types of
mobile applications. With this communication, the risk of data privacy also increases. Today there are many techniques
that are used for the purpose of data privacy like cryptography, steganography etc. Steganography is also of many types
like text, image, video, protocol etc. In this paper, we will compare the various image steganography techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION
All The field of Steganography is very old. Throughout
history, many steganography techniques have been
documented, including the use of cleverly-chosen words,
invisible ink written between lines, modulation of line or word
spacing and microdots [1,2,3]. Usually the secret information
is concealed by the use of an innocuous cover as to not arouse
suspicion if hostile agents discover the cover. The most
popular stegnographic methods used by spies include
invisible ink and microdots. People used etching messages in
wooden tablets and covered with wax. They used tattooing a
shaved messenger’s head, letting his hair grew back and then
saving it again when he arrived at his contact point to reveal
the message. [4].
Digital Steganography uses the digital objects such as image,
music, video or any other computer file for hiding the data.
Steganography can be classified into different categories
based upon the cover media like image steganography, audio
steganography, video steganography, text steganography etc.
The popular and oldest of hiding the message in a digital
image is the LSB method. In LSB method, we hide the
message in least significant bit (LSB’s) of pixel values of an
image. [3].
There are three major disadvantages of LSB insertion
method:1.
Message can be easily recovered by the unauthorized
person as message is in LSB.
2.
As message is hidden in LSB, so intruder can modify
the LSB of all the image pixels in the way the hidden message
can be destroyed.
3.
LSB is most vulnerable to hardware imperfections or
quantization of noise.
Parvinder et al [5] proposed a technique, which uses 6th & 7th
bit of pixels to overcome these drawbacks. But this itself has
a drawback that the chances of message insertion at any
location are reduced to 49%. Recently, Rajkumar et al [6]
proposed a technique, which uses 6th, 7th & 8th bits of pixels
to increase the chances of message insertion up to 85.93% In
this method if the intruder changes the LSB of all the pixels
then also we can retrieve the message.
Another technique for hiding data in digital image is Gray
Level Modification technique (GLM). In this technique,
Potdar et al [7] uses the concept of even and odd numbers.
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This technique provides 100% chances of message insertion.
But, this technique also has two same disadvantages
associated with it that are associated with LSB technique.
Those disadvantages are:1.
Intruder can modify the LSB’s of all pixel
values such that the hidden message can be
destroyed without so much change in image
quality.
2.
Due to hardware imperfections and quantization
of noise, LSB of the pixel value can be changed
due to which the message bit 0 becomes 1 and
vice-versa.
II. APPLICATIONS OF STEGANOGRAPHY
Steganography, in general, have many applications including
copyright protection, Feature Tagging and secret
communications etc. [3,8].
1. Copyright Protection
A secret copyright notice or watermark can be embedded
inside an image to identify it as intellectual property. This is
the watermarking scenario where the message is the
watermark. A watermark can also serve to detect whether the
image has been subsequently modified.
2. Feature Tagging
Captions, annotations, time stamps and other descriptive
elements can be embedded inside an image, such as the name
of the individuals in a photo or location in a map. Copying the
stego image also copies all of the embedded features and only
parties who possess the decoding stego key will be able to
extract and view the features.
3. Secret Communication
In many situations, transmitting a cryptographic message
draws unwanted attention. The use of cryptographic
technology may be restricted or forbidden by law. However,
the used steganography does not advertise covert
communication and therefore, avoid scrutiny of the sender,
message and recipient.
4.
Digital Watermark
The objective of a digital watermark is to place an indelible
mark on an image. Usually, this means encoding only a
handful of bits, sometimes as few as one. This “signature”
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could be used as a means of tracing the distribution of images
for an on-line news service and for photographers who are
selling their work for digital publication. One could build a
digital camera that places a watermark on every photograph it
takes. Theoretically, this would allow photographers to
employ a “web-searching agent” to locate sites where their
photographs appear [8].
5.
Tamper Proofing
The objective of tamper-proofing is to answer the question,
“Has this image been modified?” Tamper-proofing
techniques are related, but distinct from the other data-hiding
technologies. What differentiates them is the degree to which
information is secured from the host signal. Most data-hiding
techniques attempt to secure data in the face of all
modifications. Tamper-proofing techniques must be resilient
to small modifications (e.g., cropping, tone scale or gamma
correction for images or balance or equalization for sounds)
but not to large modifications (e.g., removing or inserting
people from an image or taking words out of context in an
audio recording [8].

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY
Technique
Name

Featues

Advantages

Disadvanta
ges

LSB[3]

LSB of Image pixel is
used for insertion of
message

Simple

Effected
by Noise

6th,7th& 8th
Bit
Method[6]

6th,7thand 8th bit of image
pixel is used for insertion
of message

Message
Insertion
Chances
Increases

Not
provide
100%
chances of
message
insertion

Partity
Checker
Method [6]

Parity of image pixel is
used for insertion of
message

GLM
Method[7]

Grey Level Value of
pixel is used for insertion
of message

PVD
Method[9]

Difference of adjacent
pixel is used for insertion
of message

LSBSM[10]

Magic Matrix is used for
insertion of message

LSB-S[11]

Logical Shift Operation
is used for insertion of
message

Chaotic
Method[12]

Uses Chaotic
equation

XOR Based
Method[13]

Uses Bit Wise XOR
Operation

Imperceptibili
ty is high

Pixel
Interpolatio
n
Based
Method[14]

Image is enlarged using
different
interpolation
techniques to enhance the
capacity of data

Hiding
Capacity is
increased

III. TYPES OF STEGANOGRAPHY
We can classify steganography into mainly four parts
depending upon the cover media i.e.


Text Steganography



Image Steganography



Audio Steganography



Video Steganography

Simple and
Provide
100%
chances of
message
insertion
Simple and
easy to
implement
High Hiding
Capacity and
outstanding
imperceptibili
ty to stego
image
Data hiding
capacity is
high
Easy to
implement
and
imperceptibili
ty is high

based

Robust
Technic

Steganography

Not
Robust

Also
Affected
by noise
Not
Provide
optimal
hiding
capacity
Highly
Complex

Easy to
break
Data
capacity
and PSNR
is less
Robustnes
s is less
Image
Structure
is
disturbed
during
enlargeme
nt of
image

V. CONCLUSION
Text
Steganography

Image
Steganography

Audio
Steganography

Video
Steganography

In this Paper, we have studied various image Steganography
techniques like LSB Method,GLM, Parity Checker Method,
LSB-S, LSB-SM ,Data Hiding Using XOR for Image
Steganography etc. In the future, we will try to develop some
new image Steganography Techniques.
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